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Abstract: For quantitatively measuring software quality, there are existing some factors: complexity, reusability, performance and maintainability. Reusability of these factors is an important issue to improve productivity and quality at rapid software development. Current remarkable software metrics have some problems which are inadequately reflecting object oriented mechanism and unclearly dealing with reusability. To solve this problem, we extend with the previous metrics to reflect the OO mechanism such as hierarch, diversity, complexity, etc. To automate the measurement and identify the reusability, we develop a tool chain to extract static/dynamic reusable modules based on reverse engineering. We can automatically visualize to identify static & dynamic reusable modules from source code on the basis of our object oriented reusable metrics (OORM). To verify OORM and the tool chain, we visualize and compare JUnit3.4 and JUnit4.0. This may be expected to improve the productivity of new system with the reusable modules of legacy system.
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1 Introduction

Software metrics have been researched for quantifying software. By these metrics, 1) Project managers will know when the software is prepared to release, and whether the project is over budget, 2) Developers will verify the quality of software. 3) Maintainers will figure out whether the system has to be updated and improved by evaluating the system [1-9]. Nevertheless, it is very difficult to develop high-quality software. In addition, until now, we find a problem that object oriented paradigm does not completely reflect in many metrics. The existing metrics were based on procedural paradigm. Therefore, applying them to object oriented programs can lead to inaccurate meaning views.

In the software market, reuse is prevalent with APIs, open source, and library. If the developer will minimize his effort with the reuse of high quality reusable components, we can reduce the cost and time of a project. However, the issue of reuse is very important one for improving productivity. Object oriented software is difficult to modularize code with its invisible characteristics, which becomes more considered due to the interrelationships between them such as classes, objects, and class-object relations.

In reuse, there are important issues of “Which module should be reused?” as follows:
1) If the quality of the reuse module is low, the quality of the program may be deteriorated.
2) If a reuse module has strong coupling with other modules, this module may cause potential errors.
3) If the reuse module is unused, the code is the dead code.
To solve this problem, we analyze problems of existing metrics, and define object oriented reusability metrics improved with CK metrics and Cyclomatic metrics. We develop a visualization system, that is, a tool chain to measure these metrics, which can automatically identify reusable modules. With this approach, we can visualize the inner structure of code. This helps the understanding of a program to developers, and also guidelines for reuse.

The chapter 2 describes software visualization and problems of the previous reusability metrics in related work. The chapter 3 defines object oriented reusability metrics (OORM). The chapter 4 explains the automatic reusable code pattern identification based on OORM, and shows how to construct the visualization system. Finally, we mention conclusions and future work.

2 Related Work

Our previous visualization researches were conducted [4-5]. By visualizing the internal structure of the software with invisible characteristics, we improved the programmer’s understanding of a source program, and measured the complexity of the code with various factors such as cohesion, coupling, bad smell, and performance. The code complexity can lead to some potential errors, resulting in lower productivity. Although inevitable complexity cannot be reduced, we must reduce unnecessary complexity. In this paper, we are focusing on reuse through code visualization [3-5]. Many researches have been done on metrics for measuring software. Typical metrics include CK metrics, Cyclomatic complexity, and so on. The CK metrics was defined in terms of complexity, reusability, encapsulation, and modularity on object oriented paradigm [6-11]. Kevin [12] mentioned the features that made software easier to reuse were called modularity with low coupling, high cohesion, and encapsulation. According to this, reusability is on the basis of modularity. These factors are the same as those affecting complexity. According to Marko [6], the problems of existing metrics can be derived as follows:

1) They are biased toward static factors, but dynamic factors is very lack.
2) The CK metrics do not consider the coupling and the cohesion which are typically used for reusability measurement.
3) In coupling one, only the call coupling is considered but, not the return coupling. Therefore, it is impossible to identify only with calling relations.
4) The Cyclomatic complexity has limitations in measuring the complexity of object oriented program.
5) The most important feature of object oriented mechanism is inheritance. The inheritance improves internal reusability, maintenance efficiency, and deduplication. However, in reuse of legacy systems, this relationship must also be considered. Existing metrics take inheritance into account, but do not consider an overriding to lower inheritance. If the inheritance method is invoked using the super() method even where the overriding is done, the inheritance is maintained.
6) Due to polymorphism, dynamic binding can be identified only on dynamic analysis. In addition to polymorphism, dynamic binding of classes and objects should also be considered.

3 Object Oriented Reusability Metrics

We define to improve object oriented metrics which are focused on method, class, object, class-object, and component. The proposed metrics is divided into a static aspect that analyzes the source code without actual execution, and a dynamic aspect of the execution of the program.
3.1 Static Metrics

Method Level.
- Coupling Between Method (CBM): The extension of Coupling Between Object Classes (CBO), which is the number of calls between classes at the class level
- Method Coupling (MCP): classify the data/stamp/external/common/content coupling that is not distinguished from previous works. It has a sequential score of 1-6 from the data to the content coupling. The coupling is based on the inter-module invocations. Since multiple invocations are possible, the coupling of all invocation is summed. Also, since there is a return in every invocation, the coupling of the return data type is also considered. The formulas are as follows:
  - Invocation Count (IC): The number of all invocation between methods.
  - Coupling-In (CP-In): The degree to which it is coupled by the invocation.
    \[
    CP - In = \sum_{i=1}^{IC} CP - In_i
    \]  
  - Coupling-Out (CP-Out): The degree to which it is coupled by the return.
    \[
    CP - Out = \sum_{i=1}^{IC} CP - Out_i
    \]  
  - Method Coupling (MCP): The coupling between methods.
    \[
    MCP = CP - In + CP - Out
    \]

Table 1 is a sample code for MCP. The structure of a code consists of the method node, the call edge, and the return edge. A Class ‘Document’ consists of the method ‘setContent’ and method ‘getTitle’. There is a single invocation between these methods. Both the invocation coupling and return coupling have a value of ‘2’ in the stamp coupling. Therefore, a MCP between this methods is ‘4’.

### Table 1 A MCP Sample Code

```java
class Document {
    public void setContent(Content c) {
        setTitle(c.title);
        setHeading(c.heading);
    }
    public String setTitle(Title title) {
        return “Title : “ + title;
    }
    public String setHeading(Heading heading) {
        return “Heading : “ + heading;
    }
}
```

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Notation</th>
<th>method</th>
<th>call</th>
<th>return</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
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Structure

Invocation Count (IC)

\[
\text{CP-In} = \sum_{i=1}^{1} CP - In_i = Stmap = 2
\]

\[
\text{CP-Out} = \sum_{i=1}^{1} CP - Out_i = Stmap = 2
\]

\[
\text{MCP} = \text{CP-In} + \text{CP-Out} = 2 + 2 = 4
\]

- Lack of Cohesion of Statement (LCOS): the extension of Lack of Cohesion of Methods (LCOM), which is an accessibility to global variables at the class level, to the method level. The formulas are as follows:
  - Reference-In Count (RIC): the number of references to internal attributes of a method
  - Reference-Out Count (ROC): the number of references to external attributes of a method
  - Lack of Cohesion of Statement (LCOS): the percentage of external references on all attribute references in a method.

\[
\text{LCOS} = \frac{\text{ROC}}{\text{RIC} + \text{ROC}}
\]  

(4)

- Method Cohesion (MCH): classify the Coincidental / Logical / Temporal / Procedural / Communicational/Functional cohesion that are not distinguished from previous works. We refer to the definition of cohesion in [4], which redefine the cohesion of the existing procedural paradigm into an object oriented paradigm. The cohesion is referred to the degree to which the internal functions of a specific module are coupled. So this is only one value.

Table 2 is a sample code for LCOS. The structure of a code consists of the method node, the attribute node, and the reference edge. A Method ‘buildDisplay’ refers to two Attributes ‘heading’ and ‘text’ in the method, and other Attributes ‘title’, ‘headings’, ‘textsegments’ and ‘display’ outside the method. About Method ‘buildDisplay’, RIC is ‘2’ and ROC is ‘7’. As a result, LOCS is ‘0.77’.

Table 2 A LCOS Sample Code

```java
private String title;
private Vector headings = new Vector();
private Vector textSegments = new Vector();
private Vector display = new Vector();

public void buildDisplay() {
    display.addElement(getATitle(title));
    for(int i=0;i<headings.size();++i) {
        String heading = (String)headings.elementAt(i);
        display.addElement(getAHeading(heading, i+1));
    }
}
```
The class level metrics is extended based on MCO as the method level metric. We define the class cohesion as the coupling of internal methods and the class coupling as a coupling between internal and external methods. The formula is as follows:

- **Class Coupling (CCP):** this is the sum of the MCOs of methods inside a class with external methods. The formula is as follow:
  - Invocation-In Count (IIC): the number of the invocations between methods in a class.
  - Class Coupling (CCP): the summation of the MCPs between internal methods in a class.
  \[
  \text{CCP} = \sum_{i=0}^{\text{MCO}} \text{MCP}_i
  \]  
  (5)

- **Class Cohesion (CCH):** this is the sum of the MCOs between methods inside a class. The formula is as follow:
  - Invocation-Out Count (IOC): the number of the invocations between internal methods and external methods.
  - Class Cohesion (CCH): the sum of the MCPs between internal methods and external methods.
  \[
  \text{CCH} = \sum_{i=0}^{\text{MCO}} \text{MCP}_i
  \]  
  (6)

Table 3 is a sample code for CCP and CCH. The structure of a code consists of the class node, the method node, the call edge, and the return edge. Class ‘MailGenerationApplication’ consists of the
method ‘main’ and method ‘getCustomerTypeFromUser’. There are coupled with them. As a result, CCH is ‘3’. Also, there are coupled with the method ‘sendMessage’ in the class ‘Client’ and the method ‘put’ in the class ‘Hashtable’. As a result, CCP is 12.

Table 3 A CCH & CCP Sample Code

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Source Code</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| class MailGenerationApplication{
| private static Client client = new Client();
| public static void main(String[] args) {
| Customer customer = getCustomerTypeFromUser();
| MailGenerationApplication.client.sendMessage(customer);
| }
| private static Customer getCustomerTypeFromUser() {
| String customerType = “newbie”;
| Hashtable customerTypeTable = new Hashtable();
| customerTypeTable.put(“frequent”, new Frequent());
| customerTypeTable.put(“returning”, new Returning());
| customerTypeTable.put(“curious”, new Curious());
| customerTypeTable.put(“newbie”, new Newbie());
| return null;
| }
| }

Notation

Structure

IIC | 1
---|---
CCH | \[ \sum_{i=0}^{IIC} MCP_i = \sum_{i=0}^{1} (CP - ln_i + CP - Out_i) = (Data + Stamp) = 1 + 2 = 3 \]
IOC | 1 + 4 = 5
CCP | \[ \sum_{i=0}^{IOC} MCP_i = \sum_{i=0}^{5} (CP - ln_i + CP - Out_i) = (Stamp + Data) + (Stamp + Data) + (Stamp + data) + (Stamp + Data) + (Stamp + Data) = 3 + 3 + 3 + 3 = 12 \]
3.2 Dynamic Metrics

We describe dynamic metrics as a measure of static metrics in a dynamic environment. Therefore, we omit detailed explanation.

4 Visualization System for identifying Reusable Code Modules

We develop our visualization system for automatically identifying reusable modules. Figure. 1 shows the whole structure of our system. The system consists of 5 steps: Input/Running, Analyzing, Storing, Reconstructing and Visualization. Each step is summarized as follows:

- **Step1 (Input/Running):** This step perform Static Analysis (which analysis a source code without running a system), Real-Time Dynamic Analysis (which analysis a running system on the JVM) and Real-Time Dynamic Analysis (which analysis a running system and output the result at the end of a system).

- **Step2 (Analyzing):** This step use various tools. For a static analysis, we use xCodeParser (which is developed for static analysis). For a real-time dynamic analysis we use JPS (which collects executed process ID on JVM), JMap (which collect JVM Heap data), ExJmap (which is developed for real-time analysis). For a dynamic analysis, we use HPROF. Using these tools, we perform Static & Dynamic analysis.

- **Step3 (Storing):** This step analyses the parsing data to structure data and measures OORM. All data is stored in Database (MySQL).

![Figure. 1. Our Visualization System](image-url)
Step 4 (Reconstructing): To visualize reusable modules, we reconstruct the data with a grammar of a visualization tool (Graphviz, GoJS, etc.).

Step 5 (Visualization): Using visualization tools, we visualize reusable modules. A user can see reusable modules in charts and images.

Through chaining the tools, we visualize the software architecture to identify reusability of each module. Thus, developers can automatically identify reusable module on the system that are provided with guidelines for reuse.

We show our best practice with the ‘JUnit’ [13]. Figure 2 shows the result of automatic reusable module identification. In the architecture visualization, each node is a class, which displays the CCP, DOCP, CCH and DOCH inside the top row. Each edge is a call, which displays the frequency and CCP at this line. The classes are classified according to the color of the top row. Reusable modules are classified according to the color of the row of method and the edge. If each factor is lower than a criteria which is defined by customers, there are red. This color improve the visibility of users.

To verify OORM and the tool chain, we compare JUnit 3.4 and JUnit 4.0. Figure. 3 shows the reused method and not reused method. We check the reusability of these methods. Non reusable methods, which is identified by the tool chain, isn’t reused. Method ‘testAddTestSuite’ and Method ‘testCreateSuiteFromArray’ are identified as non-reusable methods. In JUnit 4.0, these methods removed. Reusable methods, which is identified by the tool chain, is reused. Class ‘ComparisonCompactorTest’ is developed in JUnit 4.0. The methods in this class are identified as reusable modules.

5 Conclusion

Reuse is an important issue for improving software productivity, and reducing time and cost for a project. Previous works have been done on metrics for measuring the reusability of legacy code. However, they have some programs not to reflect the object oriented mechanism, and also to be biased on the static factors. To solve this problem, we extend the object oriented reusability metrics with the original metrics. Then, we develop the visualization system that automatically measures a reusability, which visualizes these factors within the inner code structure. This system provides a reuse guideline to developers. Therefore, it is possible to reduce the cost/time, and improve the quality on developing a new system based on the legacy system. In the near future, we will validate the metrics by applying reusability metrics to the well-known target software, and checking whether the identified modules are actually reused on upgraded versions or not.
Figure. 2 Reusable Module Identification
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